
• Ideal for general areas such as entrances, maintenance, customs & waiting areas and 
high-density and sensitive zones including taxi, train, airplane and subway carriages, 
buses, public rest rooms, staff canteen, gym facilities and changing areas alike

• 70% less fluid traditional disinfecting and sanitizing equipment results in lower  
costs and environmental impact

• 81%-time savings ensures your space is returned fast and safe for use
• World’s first integrated SmartSprayer App offers verifiable accountability,  

targeted consistency of coverage, fluid volume deployed, and time taken to  
execute the task to the standards needed to ensure passengers and staff  
remain safe as they travel and work

• Thoughtful ergonomic design offers unparalleled comfort for more effective  
deployment over large areas and extended work hours helping the  
applicator ensure a more complete coverage

MASS TRANSIT  
& PUBLIC 
TRANSPORTARTION 
NETWORKS
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ELECTROSTATIC DISINFECTION IN 
MASS TRANSIT & PUBLIC 
TRANSPORTARTION 
NETWORKS
Since their inception, Public and Mass Transportation Networks remain the most efficient method 
to move large numbers of people across cities, countries and even continents. The associated high 
density of these systems can prove problematic from a sanitation perspective. One that travellers 
and staff alike are only too aware of these days. This will only increase as workers migrate back 
from home offices, and international travel volumes continue to return back to 2019 levels. 

Compact spaces, long travel times, huge footfall, recycled airflow, high frequency touch-points, 
painfully short turnaround times and public liability and security concerns, are just some of the 
factors that require critical analysis before deciding upon an optimal cleaning solution. Mass 
Transit and Public Transportation networks form the backbone of a country’s infrastructure. They 
cannot be compromised and need to remain operationally efficient at all times. ElectroDefense is 
the only brand with an app that provides proof this necessary work has been completed correctly.

Most Mass Transit staff are classified as key workers, so are highly likely to become sick through 
public contraction; second only to the Healthcare Industry. Their work often requires close proximity 
interaction. Add this to the high frequency of travellers flowing through the networks each day (34 
million times each weekday or 9.9 billion trips on public transportation per year) it is unsurprising 
the 435,000 staff across some 6,800 organizations remain some of the most at risk personnel in 
the US.

• The continual drive for asset efficiency, has driven turnaround times south resulting in a smaller 
window to properly clean and disinfect 

• Many MTA staff are limited to 12 sick days per year which can result in infectious at-work 
personnel as they look to avoid fines 

• Confined workspaces for staff heightened the risk for infection

KEEP ILLNESS CONTROLLED WHILE WORKING OR TRAVELING
Evidence suggests that cross-contamination from environmental surfaces is directly related 
to staff and traveller infections. High-contact, common surfaces (handrails, ticketing machines, 
benches and tables, kiosks, doorhandles and elevator buttons) have been identified as having the 
greatest potential for pathogen transmission.

ElectroDefense has created an exceptionally powerful and cost-effective alternative to traditional 
disinfection methods. Our electrostatic spray technology is designed to completely and efficiently 
apply disinfectant to help reduce cross contamination rates.

The E8660 and E4660 applies disinfectants with a patented electrostatic technology. The 
disinfectant is positively charged by the spray system which is sprayed onto the target more evenly 
and provides a significant reduction in waste. It is designed to be safe for sensitive equipment, 
as well as to reach spaces that are impossible with traditional disinfecting methods. The 
ElectroDefense SmartSprayer App boosts your productivity by making the entire process of team 
training and execution of the above cleaning more efficient whilst proving to your customers they 
have a safe space in which to work, serve and travel.

EFFICACY

DRY TIME

ASSET RETURN 
TIME

FLUID SAVINGS

99.999%

68.1%

5min

4x
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RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS

ENVIROCLEANSE - 
HOSPITAL GRADE 
DISINFECTANT

ARMOR HANDHELD ELECTROSTATIC 
SMARTSPRAYER E4660

BIOPROTECT
500, RTU  
& HAND  

SANITIZER

GUARDIAN (E4660) HYBRID 
BACKPACK ELECTROSTATIC 
SMARTSPRAYER

MINI DEFENDER ELECTRIC SPRAYER E2660



CONNECT

ON TRACK

REVISE DELIVER

VISUALIZECOMPARE

TIMING

EXTEND

Instantly share your updates 
and job notes all to your 
management team, company 
social channels, and clients

Track fluid usage, protocols, 
inventory, workers and 
locations for true verifiable 
accountability

Review, edit and 
approve timesheets 
and task execution for 
accuracy and insight

Shadow your team’s 
live capacity, so 
you can adjust their 
workload accordingly

Fluid ‘heat’ maps, paired 
with easy-to-read time, 
battery and fluid use dials, 
highlight deployment 
performance

Examine specific job and site 
data or larger performance 
trends to ensure consistency 
of service across teams or 
individual staff members

Start and stop job 
timers as you work or 
fill in your timesheet at 
the end of the day

In app reminders & training, 
ensures best practices 
are followed for extended 
equipment lifecycles 
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THE ONLY SMARTSPRAYER APP THAT 
OFFERS VERIFIED ACCOUNTABILITY


